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SENIOR PICTURES
All seniors will have' their last chance
tomorrow, Friday, Nov. 1, to return,' their
Index- - portrait proofs to the photographer.

i

i.

VIC DANCE

The Senate will sponsor
vie dance Sat
urdar, Nov. 1 in Babcock basement from 8
to 1 1 pjn. Admission will ha 23 cents.

Official Student Publication of The College of Wooster
Volume LVni
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Senate Head Welcomes Students
TO THE HIGH SCHOOL VISITORS:

Four Fund Drive
Bathgate Will Announce
Total Campaign Pledges
Sunday Evening, Nov. 2

v
...

Faculty - solicitations - for - the - Big
Four financial drive amounted to
260.50 in checks and cash and 80
in pledge cards by Wednesday evening, according to Vance Mitchell,
who is in charge of faculty pledges.
Big Four heads say that if that sum is
proportionately equaled by the student body the drive will be a success.

John Bathgate, who

in charge
of the campaign, reports that ah estimate of contributions will be announced on Sunday evening when the
drive is brought to a halt. It is expected that the faculty contribution
alone will total between 350 and
.

is

400 by the time the drive closes.
Committee in charge of the. campaign is headed by Bathgate, and
includes' John Blank, Ellen Vaugh,
and Lenore Dunlap.
Any student not contacted by a
solicitor is requested to notify John
Bathgate at Douglass hall, phone
404-Llandakearrangementtfcr

.pledging.

It's a shame that you are here for only one Jay. A one day visit
to; any. college, and especialjy to Wooster, is terriMy inadequate. No
sooner do you learn how to pronounce "Kauke", how to find your
way from the chapel to the Shack, and how to distinguish between
a freshman and a senior than you have to leave for home and the old
high school routine that will continue practically uninterrupted for an'
other eight months.

town College
Plan Parties
For Hallowe'en
Friday night will mark the first an
nual Wooster community Hallowe'en
celebration, which is intended to center the city's activities and energies at
one place, and so eliminate the usual
pranks and rowdyism.
'
Parties will be held at the east side
community center and the high school
during the early part of the evening.
At 10:30 a costume parade is scheduled to move through the downtown
streets, to the public square, where
prizes will be awarded.. College students are invited to participate.
In accordance with the spirit of the
celebration, the college is cooperating
in various ways. The MSGA formal
is expected to occupy the attention of
several hundred students, while an informal dance at Douglass will attempt
to keep freshmen on the hill.
President
Wishart, speaking in
Chapel Wednesday, Oct. 29 asked all
students to cooperate with the city efforts for a quiet Hallowe'en celebration, .and so help improve the delicate
relations which exist with the
.

town-peopl-

e.

Big Four has set approximately
1700 as its goal for this year's camThe committee which is planning
paign. John Smeltz, financial com- the festivities is headed by Wooster's
mittee chairman, has announced the fire chief Joseph Lucci, and includes
Big Four budget.
Carl B. Munson, John Swigart and
Sunday Evening- Forum.L.lii..i.
135 Mose Hole of the college faculty. The
;
Student Fellowship
25 college band will march in the parade
.
Y. W. C. A.....
150 along with those of Wooster and
Y. M. C. A.
75 Lincoln high schools.
Wooster-in-Indi1200
Scotts Run
50
Chapel Committee
2
Freshman letters
5
5
India Committee
Faculty Reception
20
To
Freshman Forum
70
Miscellaneous
20
Sunday Evening Forum will sponsor meetings of small groups of stuTotal..:.
1757 dents in the homes of various members of the faculty in place of the
regular forum on Sunday evening,
Bob Dunlap, president of the organization, announced this week. The
idea was presented to the student body
af ter the " regular chapel service on
Tuesday' and 240 students indicated
By STAN COATES
their desire to take part in the proNazi gram,
THURSDAY, OCT. 23
drive is slowed . . . Wooster's Buck'The principle of this program is to
eye Aluminum Company forced out better student-facultrelations. Many
of business because of priorities . . . have worked hard
to bring this idea
Red Army command shifted.
into being. If this experiment works,
FRIDAY Knox says U. S. - Jap programs of this sort may be con
war may be near. Japan says she will tinued off and on throughout the
not back down on the New Order in year," said Dunlap.
Asia.
The idea was formulated at the an-Fifty jnore host- nual
SATURDAY
retreat by the cabinet of the
ages executed in France . . . Presi- Sunday Evening Forum. The cabinet
dent Roosevelt condemns executions consists of Jim Bean, Bob Lessing,
as frightful, brutal acts of desperate Mary Smucker, and Bob Dunlap, pres
men . . . Nazis take industrial Khar- ident. The program has taken on its
kov, 4th largest city in Russia . . . present form through the efforts of the
Nineteen army planes started on trip committee and the assistance and adfrom. Connecticut' to California. Only vice of Dr. Curtis R. Douglass, and
five arrived!
Dean John Bruere.
SUNDAY
John L. Lewis calls
coal strike . . . British pound Naples
bombs.
with two-toRed and Jaji orces
MONDAY
clash along Siberian frontier . . . .
Nazis dangerously close to Moscow
Wooster's Kappa chapter of the
Coal strike continues in spite of
Ohio Phi Beta Kappa held its formal
F. D .R.'s request for work resumpinitiation of new members Wednesday,
tion . . . President's Navy Day speech
Oct. .29, at 4 p.m. in lower Galpin.
takes hew strong ' stand against "Nazis.
Becky Hostetter, Martha Milburn,
Nazis take another
TUESDAY
Bertha' Spooner, Stanley Coates, and
Russian industrial center .
. ShowMarcus Naylor were the new members
down between Roosevelt and Lewis is
who were inducted at this meeting,
imminent . , . Nazis lash out at
The program was conducted by Dr.
Roosevelt.
Warren P. Spencer, president of the
Rising opposiWEDNESDAY
Wooster chapter of the fraternity.
tion to coal strike . . . President signs
r.
new six billion dollar lend-leas- e
bill
. . . Goebbels tells German' people to
have courage in face of their difficulties.
QUIET His Russian detour has
On Monday, Oct. ,27, the first stu
halted Hitler's blitz on Britain. Lonrecital was held in the college
dent
has
don
not had a single air raid in
chapel.
The program included a violin
months,
although other towns
three
by
solo
Betty
Yost, "Adagio Religioso"
bombed
been
sporadically, il wonhave
by
Vieuxtemps;
a vocal solo by Wil- the
if
British
der
are really using the
liam,ef
Love Life" by Mana
evre,.
"I
opportunity.
Zucca; an organ solo by Mary
"Pastorale" by Corelli; a piano
Discusses Dress solo by Elizabeth Geer, . "Concert
Y.
Etude" by MacDowell.
Paul Parmelee sang "Ah! Moon of
"What type of dress is correct for
Pauleen
Vic dances? Are there any traditions My Delight"
(concerning dress for Dad's Day? Smith played a violin solo, "Concert
These and other questions will be stuck" by St. Saens; and Rachel
asked during a panel discussion in Shobert played a .piano solo, "Fan
Freshman Y. W. meeting, Nov. 5.
tasie Impromtu" by Chopin.
"Since many questions are contin"An die Nachtigall" by Brahms
ually arising in the minds of the was sung by Martha Milburn; a piano
frosh, we thought it advisable to have solo, "Allegro maestoso" by Brahms,
several upperclassmen answer them for was played by' Naomi Jury; a violin
us," said Janet Gill,
and solo,'- "Gavotte and itondo." by Bach,
was played by Ruth Ihrig. ,
program chairman.
.

.
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SEF Plans Student
Faculty Discussions
Better Relations

,

.

Facts In
Review

y

-

The welcome that I am extending to you on behalf of all Wooster
students holds good not only for your shorstay this Saturday, but
for all visits to Wooster in the future. The queenly college has been
standing on this hill for 75 years. You will find her here for many more
decades, and her students will always maintain that pleasant, unchang'
- '
ing atmosphere of welcome.
Sincerely,
:

8:30-12:0- 0

9:00-1-

1

9:00-11:3- 0

Registration
Galpin hall
: 30 a.m.
Campus tours and open house in departments
of science and art
a.m. Department heads will be in their offices for
interviews
a.m. Scholarship prize examinations
a.m 12:15 p.m. Student assembly--chapp.m. Luncheon college dormitories
p.m. Open house in the dormitories
p.m. Football game with Mt. Union stadium
dance Babcock hall
p.m.
a.m..

-

10:00-11:3- 0

11:45
12:30
1

:00

2:15
8..00

--

ge

Anthony Swings CollegeJDbserves
Day Nov. 8
At MSGA Dance Dad's
Dad's Day, an established event, at
for the past 14 years, will be
on Nov. 8. On this day the
of the students are invited to
campus,' meet professors', and
attend open house in the faculty and
Gleh Miller, will present a promising administration offices.
new band that has been encountering
The traditional football game will be
marked success in its previous engage- played in the afternoon with Oberlin.
ments,
Students may obtain reserved seat
The substitution of Anthony and tickets for their parents, in the gym
his orchestra was made necessary by for 1 each. Game time is 2:15.
the inability of Fletcher Henderson to
Receptions will be held in Babcock
meet his engagement here. Hal Streep-e- r and Douglass immediately after J the;
and his committee made last min- game and the Little Theatre will preute arrangements to obtain the serv- sent two,
plays in the evet
ices of Anthony, whose band has only
ning.
been organized for four months.
Luncheon and dinner will.be served
The price of admission has been in all dorms at 65 cents each. Reservareduced from $2 as previously an- tions for these meals
must be made
nounced to $1.25, and admission to by the son
or daughter through Miss
Anthony and his orchestra will
be the
when the first
M. S. G. A. dance gets under way tomorrow night at 8 p.m. Anthony, who
for three years played a trumpet for
Ray

music-maker-

s

one-ac-

--

no-corsa-

ge

Speakers Arrive
For Conferences

Fraternity Initiates

n

Five New Members

...

Students Present
1st Music Recital

Os-bor- n,

W.

by-Lehman-

r

vlce-preslde-

JX..J
MM'

i

GARRY CLEVELAND

-

Little's office.
President Charles F. Wishart will
with his sermon
climax the week-en- d
in Memorial chapel Sunday at 1 1 a.m.

W.S.G.A. Sponsors
PolisH Noblewoman

In Lecture Nov.

MYERS

13

Princess Paul Sapieha, the Americanwife of a Polish nobelman,
-bom
and author of "Polish Profile", will
speak here on Thursday, Nov. 13, at
8 p.m. under the auspices of the W.
S! G. A.
"Daily Life of the Conquered" will
be the subject of her discussion. She
will tell of her experiences abroad before the outbreak of the war and 'of
her ownvand her family's flight over
the Rumanian border when the Nazi
invaders reached the city of Lemberg
which is situated near the Prince's family estate, Rawa Ruska. From Rumania
the Sapieha family went to Hungary,
where the Prince' had relatives, and
from Hungary to Paris and from
Paris to America.
Princess Sapieha was born, Virgilia
Peterson in New York City, the daughter of Dr. Frederick Peterson, former
head of the American Neurological
Association, and was educated kWest.
over School in Connecticut, at Vassar
College, and at the University of
Grenoble in Southern France.
.

,

Richardson Acts as
Envoy to Inaugural
;

Dr. and Mrs. Garry' Cleveland Myand the editors of
"Children's Activities", were on the
campus this afternoon for a series of
student conferences.
n
Dr. and Mrs. Myers are
psychologists, lecturers and editors.
They were brought to the college by
the Home Study Committee of the
Wooster Y. M. C. A,
The speakers were scheduled for the
morning chapel program but Were
unable to meet their engagement.
ers, psychologists

well-know-

n;

hf

Wooster
observed
families
visit the

.

the balcony will be 25 cents per
couple. The band promises to keep the
dancers active from 8 p.m.-un- til
the
stroke of midnight.
.
In inaugurating this dance, the
M. S. G. A. is presenting something
novel in the history of that organization,' as it will be the first dance the
M. S. G. A. has ever given. A great
deal of the burden of making it a
success has fallen on Bill Bailey, Robert Dailey, and Les Thomas who are
the program committee, and Gene
Beem, Paul Gruber, and Charles. Ireland who are in charge of decorations.
The committee want it made- - known
that this is a
dance.

Prof. Cowles Will Head
Ohio Classical Conference
Prof. Frank H. Cowles was elected
president of the Ohio Classical Conference at its 20th annual meeting at
Cleveland, Oct. 23, 24, and 25. Two
years ago the conference held its meeting here on the. Wooster campus.

National Fraternity
Grants Charier to
Local Music Club
The Wooster chapter of the national music society, Pi Kappa Lambda, held a luncheon meeting Oct. 18
at the Black andn Gold Tea Room.
of the society,
The president-generMr. Walter;' Stults, of- - Northwestern
al

University,

was present

to formally

Miss Ruth Richardson, of the Spanish department, will be Wooster College's official representative at the
inaugural ceremonies of Dr. Helen
Dalton Bragdon as the fourth president of Lake Erie College, on Nov.
1.

-

Miss Richardson will witness the new
president of the Painesville, Ohio
college, inducted into office by
the Hon. James R, Garfield, son of
the 20th president. Mr. Garfield is a
member of the board of trustees of
that school.
The inaugural luncheon will be addressed by Dr. Henry W. Holmes, pro.
fessor of education, at Harvard University, by President Mary Ashby
Check of Rockford College! Rockford,
111.,
and by President Winfred G.
Leutner of .Western Reserve University.
,
',.

r

of the music department, and to confer the certificates and insignia. The
insignia is in the form of a golden
key shaped similar to the ancient lyre,
bearing the letters, Pi Kappa Lambda.
Prof. Rowe announced the officers
as follows: President, Neill O. Rowe;
Eve R. Richmond; treasurer, Clarice Paul Parmelee; corresponding secretary, Daniel D. ParmWilliam
elee; recording secretary,
Conrad DeVeny.
Dr. Charles F. Wishart accepted
the tokens as the first honorary member of the Wooster chapter. Forty-on- e
of the sixty-od- d
members of the new
chapter were present at the meeting.
The list of members is" as follows:
Residing in Wooster, Neill O. Rowe,
Clarice Paul Parmelee, Daniel D.
Parmelee, Gertrude Mary Rowe, Eve
Roine Richmond, William C. DeVeny,
Faye N. Rees, Wallace Franks, Bertha
Barrett,- - Doris - Fewer," Florence Van
Nest Snavely, Vida Yonders, Alice
Carroll, Mary McCIarran, David N.
Young, Marion Richards Jones, Helen
Pfaff Buss, Virginia Starn, Howard
Shaw, Mary Miller Bridenstine, Regina
Barnes, Ruth Ihrig.
Those residing elsewhere: Genevieve
Rowe Hill, Robert Payson Hill, Nina
Durstine Owen, Mary Nice Lovett,
John Nees, Dessa Brown Griesinger,
Minnie Colvin Cox, Rachel Barnes
Ober, Zella Freed Gabriel, Cora Edwards, Evrell McCullough,
Helen
Christman, Carl Wayne Zimmerman,
Edward Tilden Payson, Pauline Smith,
Bettyjane Brophy, Neva Lintz Campbell.
Members not present: Minnie Wilson Elliott," Cornelia " Barber" Bebee
Elsie Scovell Barnett, Rachel Wilhelm
Hopkins, Calista Lyman Kerr, Joseph
Clyde Brandt, Mary Fombelle Duval,
Claire Crowl Brandt, Samuel G. Hart,
Clyde Bernard Keim, Edith Peters
Adams, Edna Browning Riggs, Kath-erin- e
Davies, Leslie Howard Jolliff,
Anne Steiner, Victor Talmadge
Young, Madalene Anderton Perkins,
Albert Edward Perkins, Jack Stoll,
Moren Shaffer, Ruth Thomson Evans,
t,
James Willis Evans, Bruce Harry
Wanda Jane Nigh, Sara Ruth
Mohundro, Mary Elizabeth Lorson,
Howard Smith.

vice-preside-

el

All-colle-

College Arranges4 Program
For High School Visitors

Gerald Stryker
install the local chapter, to present the
President of Student Senate
charter to Prof. Neill O. Rowe, head

High School Day Program
'

1

i

'

:

nt,

Ro-bar-

Voice Interviews
Metropolitan Star

Ten Students Will Receive
Honor Scholarships For
Highest Grades in Exams

, By GRACE OHKI

A full program including scholar
Returning from a two and a half ship
prize examinations, a football
hour rehearsal in the college chapel,
game, and an all college vie dance
Rose Bampton, Metropolitan soprano,
will take place on this year's High
met awaiting interviewers yesterday
School Day, to be held on Saturday,
afternoon in the lobby of the Hotel
Nov. I.. The ten high school students
Ohio. Though conservatively dressed
from the entire group who make the
in brown with contrasting white fur highest
combined scores in the schol
collar, she wore large, gold, antique
arship examinations will receive honor
earrings for which she has a weakscholarships worth 400 each.
ness. Also joining the group was Mr.
Registration in Galpin hall from
Brooks Smith, accompanist, who is
8:30 to 12 a.m., campus tours, open
now in his fourth season with Miss house
in the departments of science
Bampton. The singer immediately imand art, interviews with department
pressed all with the beauty of her low,
heads, and an assembly program will
mellifluous speaking voice.
fill the mornine.
Speaking informally, Miss Bampton
The assembly program will feature
remarked that always she has wanted
musical selections and a greeting from
to be a singer. Having worked and attained that goal, she now holds forth President Charles F. Wishart. Lunch
to all aspiring youths in the music
SCHOLARSHIP EXAMS
field to "be the best musician you can
WILL BE HELD IN
be". In this musical career, she says,
FOLLOWING ROOMS
one never gets bored, one always finds
Biology
L Scovel Hall
something new to learn or something
Chemistry
Severance
Hall
different to experience. For her this
English 3
Kauke 112
rench
Kauke 120
(Continued on Page 4)
German
Kauke 126
History
Kauke 101
--

.

--

'

.

:

--

-colored

yearT-particularlyThasbeeri-

Clay Reports on

Senate Treasury
John Clay, treasurer of the Student
Senate herewith ' submits a statement
of the treasury of the Student Senate.
This report is necessarily incomplete.
He states that there are many expenses
which it is impossible' to record at
the time it is published. The only complete treasury report can be obtained
at the end of the school year.
STUDENT SENATE
t
TREASURY REPORT
Income
.

Balance received
Sept. 27
Sale of Frosh caps
Loan repaid
Oct. 4
Vic dance Oct. 11

.$

All-Colle- ge

Music!

Kauke 133

and the chapel
Physics
Problems of

Spanish

7:

Severance

Democracy-Kau-

Half
101

ke

Kauke 130

eon will be served to the guests in
Babcock, Holden, Hoover, and Ken- arden at 12:30 p.m. Reservations must
be made in advance and tickets for
the luncheon will be distributed at
the time of registration.
Afternoon activities will include
open house in the various dormitories
and the football game with Mt. Un

549.94
'
ion.
86.10
The day will be climaxed bv an all-171.96
college dance in Babcock. The price of
8.50
-- 91.50 admission will be 23 cents,
will be no charge for guests.

174:39

Total Income
Band,

Kauke 108

Taylor 203

e

18.15

dance '

Home-comin- g

Latin
Mathematics

but-ther-

All-Colle- ge

$1300.54

Disbursements
Sept. 27.

7$

The scholarship prize examinations
which are open to high school juniors
'

(Continued on Page 4)

Peace Committee
Obtains Charter

85.00
99.45
27
. .
10.00
Band,
Oct. 4
- 90.00
Gym Rental Oct. 4
11.20
Last Monday the faculty granted a
Home-comin- g
Band.:
- 125.00
charter
to the Committee for Peace
Gym Rental, Oct. 18
.' ' 11.80
Change
- 105.CD and Freedom, a newly formed dub
Wages cashiers Bi doormen
15.28 which takes the interventionist stand
:
Other
30.14 toward the war. Gordon Gray will
All-Colleg-

e'

Student Handbook
Gym Rental Sept.

'

.

,

Faculty Backs Big

Numbtr 7

....

:.

All-Colle- ge

.

head the organization as president,

Total Disbursements

582.87 with Betty Steiner as secretary, and
Balance, Oct. 24
717.67 John Bathgate as publicity chairman.
These officers were elected Tuesday,
Oct. 28. Prof. Aileen Dunham of the
history department is the sponsor.
This club has been organized for
the
growing group on the campus that
"r
By BILL HAIL and BETTY MacPHEE
6
believes that the Nazi menace preVoice Poll Editors
By more than a two to one majority, the students of the College of sents a challenge to the way of free
people. In its constitution' the ComWooster are opposed to the United States' entry into the war at this mittee for Peace
and Freedom points
time. However, a majority of them approve the present administra' out its belief that Americans are duty
tion's policy toward the war. Six hundred forty-tw- o
students voted bound to defend the American way of
life that colleges must take the rein the poll conducted by the Wooster
victory?" In the same poll 76
of sponsibility in training young people
Voice in chapel Tuesday, Oct. 28.
the students opposed convoys.
tor leadership in this defense.
In answer to the question, "How
Tabulation by classes on the war
The Committee presents a three.
would you vote today on U. S. entry question:
objective: 1. To study, evaluate,
fold
into the war against Germany", 434
and
support
a positive domestic and
students (69.4) voted to stay out; Senior women:
go in 18, out 82 foreign
policy
for the weakening of
191 (30.6) voted to enter the war. Senior men
.
go in 31, out 69
Z.
Hitler.
To study, evaluate and
Seventeen were undecided, v
go in 31, out 69
Junior women
support plans for the reconstruction
go in 33, out 67 of society
A larger percentage of women than Junior men
after the war. 3. To com
Sophomore
women
go in 29, out 7 1 bat negative
classes
all
men in
were of the opin
and defeatist attitudes
8 which
ion that the United States should Sophomore men go in 32, out
have been dominating on the
out 74 campus.
stay out of the war. Senior women had Freshman women go
'
go
Freshman
in
men
40,
out 60
the highest percentage
of those
Full membership in the club is lim.
On the question, "Do you approve
disapproving of the United States en
ited to twenty since a larger number
try into the war; freshman men the or disapprove of the administration's would be unwieldy.
However associate
policy in regard to the war?", 364
lowest
membership is open to anyone inter
students '($8.8)
approved; 253
Last spring in a Peace League poll
ested, who endorses the dub's ooL'cr.disapproved. Twenty-thre- e
(41.2)
73
of the students answered "no"
At present there are ten nemben with
were unable to make up their minds.
representation in all four classes.
to the question, "Would you approve
The majority of all' class groups exof sending armed forces abroat to
Others will be voted into membership
cept the senior men expressed ap
helpEngfancTif our present material
soon.
proval of the administration's war
aid proves insufficient for a British
The origin of this organization
policy. The junior class gave the
goes
back to a small group of last rear
largest vote of approval; the seniors
who
began to believe; that Hitler was
Ends Nov, 10 the smallest.
worse,
even than war.
Tabulation by class on administra
tion policy:
The office of the deans announces
...
that this quarter will officially end
Voice Staff Meets
Senior women
ap. 31, disap. 49
Nov. 10. Church and chapel attend
Senior men
ap. 43, disap. 33
ance should be judged accordingly.
The Voice staff will hold si meetap. 71, disap. 29
Junior women
Attention is called to the fact that Junior men
ap. 33, disap:- - $3 ing this Saturday morning, Nov, 2,
during the next quarter, beginning Sophom'e women ap". 61, disap. 39 in the Voice office in lower Kauke,
Nov. 10, only three church cuts are Sophomore men ap. 62, disap. 38 The department heads are asked to
allowed because of a fewer number Freshman women ap. 38, disap. 42 meet promptly at 9:43 a.m. The reof Sundays in the quarter.
Freshman men ap. 63, disap.
porters will meet at 10:30 a.m.

Seven Out of Ten Students Opposje
America's Entry into Europe s War
"

--

.

in-"-- 26,

82j

60.
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;

-
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Robert G. Wilder
B. Satterthwaite

.

.Editor-in-Chi- ef

Bohimm Manager

C

Becky Hosterter,

Jean Hudsoi

dtneltx- -

Cliff Alexander- -

Make-u-

Editor

p

.Circulation Manager
Anrlifnr

STAFF ASSOCIATES

;

" Haines

Reicbel,

Eugene Murdock,

Grace Ohki.

Martha Stark, Cordon Gray
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ruber.

Ruth TwitcheD. Carroll Reed, Phyllia VanDuter. Carol Berwick, Barbara Haaa, Elinor Ehrman. Hank Miller, Bob Doug-lat- a,
Glenn Bryan, George Koch, Jane Needham.

Editorial Excerpts

College Trend".
yon Paper Joins
The feature was based upon a declaration advocating war which appeared in the Kenyon
Collegian of Oct. 7. The Plain Dealer s head- "declar-atio-

'

because he has used in the same sen- - of it, for four years! She must know
tence with the name, Franklin D. plenty. And just as we get used to
Roosevelt and Burton K. Wheeler, calling Hitler a beast we read "I Was

jq
"

DONT

-

a

of the facts. The following quotations should disprove the Plain Dealer's contention that isolationism is on the way out.

The Kenyon Collegian states: "Do we know
what we are fighting for? Do we know what
our way of life really is? Could we cite its
advantage over the principles of the 'new
the words of our statesorder'?. By
re-echoi-

exciting ride this

may be initialed if the' author ao deiirei.
The editor reaervea the right to ' accept
or reject any communication. -

DATE BOOK

men, maybe; but for an individual statement of

8-1-

intelligent belief we doubt it."
Frora ,the Heidelberg, Kiliiliuf Here, the
editor will publish under his own name (referring to the editorial columns) the KiliiliVs
of American troops to Europe.",.

fun-monger-

.

serve as caution enough to preachers not to

WAR from their pulpits, to professors
not to teach militarism in their classes, and
shout

juggernaut rolling which will crush them and
that democratic system "which gave them birth.
all

is

have the same effect upon the

;

scientifically-minde- d
"

German as they do upon the slow- witted Briton. The storm trooper is no more
anxious to join the Hitler hordes than the col-

-

.

8-1-

lege student of this country is to look forward

1

'

for all.

From Illinois State University's Vidctte discussing the House vote on the conscription bill
comes the following: "This would indicate an
indefinite continuance of conscription. It might
indicate the molding of a military dictatorship,
and in the eyes of those looking far ahead with
blurred vision Fascism. Two hundred three
to two hundred two amazing, isn't it?"

;

,

The ULCA Daily Bruin commenting upon
American aid to Britain, states: "Although
the Russians have kept up the fight against the
Nazi hordes, the British are traveling in the
comparative safety of air lanes and giving
minimum aid. But it seems logical that the
British, who expect everyone to give a helping
hand when they yell Uncle,' back up their re-- ,
quests with action.

The Iowa State Daily Student presents the
following: "It should be obvious by this time,
that this is hot our war, and that our perennial
job of holding up theT British Empire- - should be turned over to the British."

the neck of that

Who's that clutching

spotted

to three years or more of military service."

The above excerpts from undergraduate
newspapers should convince the editors of the
Plain Dealer, and all others, that at least a
portion of American students,' and probably
a large portion are opposed to'war.

col-accordi-

giraffe?-Pon-my-wctt-dtsJT-

HIRD.

gree-than-at-presen-

SECTION almost hidden, but Bravely hanging
on in demand for rights for an open house.
Yes indeed, the boys wilt dust off the welcome
mat, and gal friends will be escorted into the
lofty portals of the Thomas residence on
Beall Avenue where the spirit of the synagogue
'

will prevail.

,

.

.

JjJJjjaQjiy

'"

Also whirling around with us like a dervish
are those fair maidens of WHITE'S, whose
open house also claims attention! No informahouse
tion has been given out, but from
lights will blaze and it's a sure thing that fun
and laughter will predominate.
8-1-

1,

All said and done, there's really a more serious side to this swishing activity of our
for the girls' social clubs deem to do
honor to younger charges as the autumnal rushing parties fall into full swing. The IMPS
lead off Friday afternoon issuing invitations
to Babcock; the SPHINX will gather at Qinny
Hart's, Saturday noon; the PEANUTS will
entertain at Mrs. Caldwell's late Saturday afternoon; the DOMINOES rise early Sunday
morning to liven the Bennett house with their
presence; Sunday afternoon sees the,PYRA- MIDS clustering at the" Blactand Gold rahd
Sunday night closes the festivities with the
TRUMPS migrating to Sib Mackey's house in
town.
merry-go-roun-

.

i

co-operativ-

All off, kids! Is that calliope' still clanging in
your ears? Good enough! See you next week,,
and don't forget to save that extra lollipop
for a' rainy day!

iieCOmmeilCiS
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-

Declines 4 Per Cenl
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Y
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YM CAt Members

Gayle Lathrop, student Y. M. C. A.
secretary in Ohio, spoke last night in
Douglass lounge on "The Why and
Wherefore of the Y.M.C.A." At the
meeting, cards were passed out to
members of the 'Y' which' signify their
active and voting membership,
". The college Y. W. C. A. and the
city Y. M. C A. are cooperating in
Bowling Greenland Baldwin-Wallacan effort to furnish leaders for local
high
school and junior high school,
168 high schools are represented
""dents
in Hi-clubs. All fellows who
by the freshman class of 263 stu- -'
are
interested
in
Y. M. C. A. work
dents and this wide distribution helps
wcial
service
work are urged to
to stabilize Wooster's enrollment.
.ftna

'

.

TcK

The enrollment of the College of
Wooster this year is down only 4 per
cent below last year's level. The ave- rage decrease in Ohio colleges is 8.6
per' ifent. The largest number of lib- eral arts, colleges fell in this 5 per
cent decrease group along with Woos- ter. Among these are Muskingum

Broad-Norwa- y

.

Gayk Lathrop Speaks

College Enrollment

;

.
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and appearance and interior decoration. They shout down the popular
notion that
dormitory rooms &re"
a nightmare of party favors, college
penants, and unmade beds. The style
in room decoration, the poll declares,
is distinctly utilitarian. Bureau drawers, an impressive number say, are
.organized n a system, There is,
a shameless minority which admits living in a room that is a "scram-

co-erhaY familiar picture of a gloomy
bewildered college youth' is headed for
the museum wall, if results of a survey
of co-e- d opinion at the University of
.,'
Texas may be believed.
The poll, questioning a representa- how-.eve- r,
tive group of. 400 from docmitories,
and
sorority houses, .
campus offices employing students,
s
showed Texas
to be possessors ble."
Even in this modern age, "mother
of definite opinions on everything
knows best." At least 7? per cent of
from' politics to
Careers are all right in their places, Texas girls declare that' they discuss
dates, cathey say, but that place is immediately. ""most of their problems
after graduation. More than half of reers, love, religion with their moththe women students want a job the ers. But they want to bring the subfirst year out of college, but, looking ject up; no "prying" allowed.
Believe it or not, if a choice were
10 years ahead, they're practically unanimous in voting for a home and forced upon them, they'd take a good
e!
family. Incidentally, that family will mind over good
probably be one of from three to sev- But they're willing to work on their
en children. Statistics may show that looks even if they do say that the
the average American couple has only motive behind their campus clothes is
one child, but Texas girls choose three 'comfort, not a desire to impress anyas the best number.
one.
The draft is changing the plans of
The average yearly clothes budget
many university students, but Texas is about $300. That takes care of
girls aren't opposed to it. They aren't those saddle oxfords, socks, skirt and
especially enthusiastic, either, but they sweater for campus, as well as somemark themselves up as being resigned thing fancier for dates. In the "glamrecognizing the necessity for mili- our game," they'll take perfume, tailtary training. They want to do their ored clothes, a startling coiffure and
part in defense, too but they'd pre- a good conversational "line."
Sixty-thre- e
fer it in the medical or nursing serv-- .
per cent think the morals
ice and in home defense units.
of college students are about as good
But while they are conscious of as those of young people at home. Fifty-tnational problems, they aren't too pre- hree
per cent attend church occaoccupied to take account of clothes sionally, 35 per cent regularly.
,

,
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to forget that a
l?azi wife loves her man the same .way an
American woman does hers. Ruined homes
Germans be slaughtered

By Associated

r

Saturday should dawn brisk and bright (we
hope) and there's a free ride in the offing for
all our visitors, the High School students. Let's
hot forget 'em, for this is their day and they're
here to view our cherished halls, "our tumbledown Shack and things to come (the Student
Union.) Instead of the proverbial brass ring
they'll rate a brass band, goal posts and a football game a mere matter of victory over the
purple and white of Mt. Union. And then to
soothe the savage breasts of gridders and elated
fans alike there will be music with its charms
in BABCOCK,. Saturday night. You're right,
that's right! It's .a- Vic dance, and the time is

.

Co-ed-
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s
Decide
University of Texas
Against Homes, Husbands; Want Jobs i

f i i oc
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to politicians and editors not to start a war

'To wish that

ss

.

(

nt

.

that-Dougla-

.

Alas, what have we today? A well- We can see but one end to this ever
informed public, educated to read be- tween the lines is, no. longer satisfied increasing stream of biographers. It
with the ordinary expose. It demand- s- ptedicts of course,' the end of thebiog- the truth, "the hidden truth", and "Phy in the form we have gotten to
nothing but the 'awful truth", so know but when the last intimate has
help it, God! It cares not from whence had' his word and a "private confes- the facts may come. The criterion for sion" has been - wrung from Hitler
judging the authenticity of the report after his exile, there will still remain
rests solely upon the degree of intim- - one task to be done a suitable editor
acy of the reporter with the. illustrious wi" have to be found to compile the
personality who is surrendering his anthology.

,

w
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'
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Usher' t0Yaltie' awaiting them, how
much happier would be their lot.

The Modern "True" Story

JS

.

the sending

medal-make-

Pa'n

Those DOUGLASS boys certainly-knotheir way to Wooster's carnival. With glee
they ride into the limelight, announcing
basement walls will resound with the
music of the vie that same evening. That will
mean dancing for them too, and (well, I
promised not to tell, but . .) their dates will
be mighty lucky girls, for they'll have 12 p.m.
pers as well as those formal-boun-

The Kent Stater: "We feel that a study
of the horror and waste of the last war should

The Aron Buchtelitc:

.
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Dear Editor:
We represent an active minority
on this campus who share the famous
eroplane-designer,Freedotn-an- d
Major- - Alexander :
Peace- An Soveral-v'tielief that modern air
ear
tors
power has ended isolation. We believe
1
much
interested in your edi- waf
that isolation can be found today in
week in
last
totla
ich.you
no other place in this world except the
CUMed
hared your
I
race,
dictionary. We suggest that all who
by
attempted
aner
at
inJustice
are' interested in this timely topic
Talmadge
Georgia
of
Govem'
and
and who aren't turn to this month's
"Atlantic- - Monthly" and read MajOTaUnankthat there was a group
of students who would and could take
Seversky's article on this matter.
Much has been said this year to 8 tand again8t challenges to de-wit that, with our continent orotected lAoctacYbv its two sreat ocean ramoarts and ' However as a. "war monger, one of
policed by a fine army and with its sur- the minority group on the campus who
rounding waters patrolled by a match- are frankly crying for war" I cannot
be expected to agree' that such matless navy, it is impregnable to attack.
are of greater im- The affairs of Europe are of no con- - ters as youf mention
.
t
war
tnan
tne
problem which
cem to us. Let them "stew in stheir P0"""
also tnrea"n democracy. For unless
own juice." The United States is
with respect we fir,t insure onttelves against Naz- practically
a11 our ind'gna- to most vital raw materials. The course "m what Bood wouU
tion
toward
evil and all
internal
such
laid out for us is simple, so simple
our
for
justice
do
us? Imag- in fact that many of our countrymen
ine
group
of
a
German
students
just make it difficult and do not seem
to
the
capital
building
and
to understand it. All we have to do is mar""8
crying
they
forth
that
stand
won't
for
close our eyes, stuff our ears, fill our
the
r
Way
are
treated
(we
"stomachs with food
have plenty),"
Because I do so emphatically agree
crawl into our cozy beds and go to
that
the U. S. A. is not fre from evil,
sleep. All is well with us if not with
believe
I
we must protect the foundathe world. Ah, sweet isolation, we
which
tion
makes it possible to conhave found thee at last!
tend
with
such
abuses.
We may sleep and dream of great
-,
Sincerely,.triumphs for a day, a week, or maybe
MacMillan
Sue
a year but sooner or later we are gobe
rudely
ing to
awakened and our 11 4 4
m
J
warm bed clothing will be torn from
our backs.
Wartime has always been a period
By LBS GIBIAN
of great scientific advancement in the
This week we had several requests
aeronautical field. Such improvements
have played important roles in de to write about Harry James and 'his
termining the outcome of several Music Makers. Please drop a note into
Voice box addressed to this
struggles of the past. Within five years,.
with the name of your favorite
umn
Seversky,
will
be,
there
to
a circumglobular aviation range. With band on it.
The most striking characteristic of
such a military foe as Hitler, a clever
James combination is the fact that
genius who acts first and talks after- wards, our possible predicament is only il PV real music that is, music
too evident. Every point on the Amer- - whicn ha intrinsic musical value. The
ican map will be subject to direct at- - arrangements are excellent and each
tack from any other point in the out- - individual section of the band plays
its part with exceptionally fine tone
side world.
A circumglobular aviation range and interpretation. The musicianship
would have many possibilities in the " UP1, being of the highest degree
economic and commercial fields. Our found in dance orchestras,.
Harry's horn holds the spotlight a
fair land would become the crossroads
of world trade to even a greater de- - good bit of the time and rightfully so.
On the other- - What a. tone! JBroad and round
hand, such a range might develop into everything that could be desired in a
one" of the greatest curses ever in- - olo trumpet tone. There are those who
flicted upon the civilized world. In contend that Harry's tone doesn't
blend well when he plays with the sec-tion, that his tone sticks out. They
"
"
'
."
cite, for example, hU arrangement of
u"c Makers. They are right. But S
"
they overlook the fact that this is done
College librarian Miss Elizabeth on purpose, Harry being the leader
Bechtel has announced the arrival of and ace soloist of the outfit. If you
some recent books which she thinks will recall,, when James was playing
will be of interest to Wooster students, lead trumpet with' Goodman a few'
They are the following:
years ago, his section work was tops.
. "Winged Warfare" by H. H.' Am- - Benny never harbors any bums in his
old and I. C Eaker, which discusses crew. James plays both sweet and hot
the organization of the American air with equal versatility and with remark- force. Photographs are included.
able technique not for nothing is he "Mission to the North" by Mrs. called "the nations number one trump-Florence Jaffray Harriman, a chron-- eter."
icle of the American diplomat's life
This excellent band can be heard
and work during her residence in almost any night over Columbia
from 1937 to 1940.
casting System at twelve o'clock. They
,
"Black Land", by G. G. Korson, are playing at the Hotel Lincoln in
describing the way of life in. the coal New York Gty.
"
"
fields.
.
.,
On the air at the same time over
!!The Nine Days Wonder!L(the o- p- Mutual network is Benny Goodman's
ejration dynamo) , by John Masefield. outfit, certainly' worth while listening
This book is a summary of the nine to. (Did you hear him on the Fitch
days between May 26" and June. 3, Bandwagon last Sunday night?) Guy
1940, when the B. B. F. was rescued Lombardo is on the air at' midnight
from the sands of Dunkirk.
too. (If you're dumb enough to want
"We Escaped", by William. A. Neil- - to listen to him, you'll have to fish for
son, twelve personal narratives of the him on the dial yourself , .
we
flight to America.
won't tell you what station.)
self-sufficie-

--

o

-

week-en- d.

stop-almo-

Un-beho-

'

P"Wi.

Honors go to the M. S. G. A. on that
striped zebra there! They're the providers for
the big formal of the year, Friday night from
p,m. Those old gym floor boards will
creak once again under the dancing feet of
and inspired by the dancer
all us
able band of Ray Anthony, what could be
nicer?
-

ng

announced policy of opposition

fact, it might even spell the doom of
civilization as we have it today. Fortunately this choice rests in our hands.
Shall we go down in history as the
preserver or as the destroyer of civilization?
Sincerely,
.
Bob Neff, committee for

.

the merrio! This social carousel
'round
and 'round and when ft stops,
goes
off jumps your dizzy reporter (please read
with proper connotation) clutching a yellow
balloon and a peppermint stick and shouting "What fun for everybody!" So climb
aboard, for you won't want to miss the next

nt

f

"best-seller- ".

The Voice invitea iti reader! tb expreu
their opinion! in a brief and courteous
manner. Each letter mult bear the aignature
and addreu of the author, but the name

Heigh-h- o

mis-stateme-

Give to the Bio Four

THIS MAPPCV

Letters to the Editor of the Voice

MEMOS from

which pursues a strong

policy. This is, certainly

Ltf

a

the

the word "love" without resorting to Hitler's Mistress" and wonder if may-th- e
use of a negative. In days past be he isn't human after all. Mussolini
the public was presented with an in-- has suffered the same fate several
formative bit of literature, termed a times and polygamy is suspected. AnVv
biography, which was purported to other lucky girl danced a command
give the inner facts of the great one's performance and back in 1918 some- public and private life. The book
one was in the same cell and boy,
he were very famous, .the volume have they stories to tell!
was usually the result of painstaking
What Next?
research and included material gar- where this vicious trend will lead
nered from private letters and per- - us we cannot say. We thought that the
haps, even a diary if the famous one last word had been said and would
had been considerate of his fans and be said by all the noted psychoanalysts
aware of his potentialities as a future who thus far have done the most thor.
Inclusion of a diary was ough job, but we cannot see it
certain to assure the public that ping now. There are still so many inhere at last was the truth for all to tapped sources to be heard from.
and for all to judge. The diary til we do we shall be waiting breath-alsserved as a final defense an lessly while the publishers get to these
apologia for those- - less modest men key informers. Then shall we read, "I
of fame who were cognizant apf the Was Hitler's Double" as told by "theprobability the inevitability of being only two survivors of a corps of 100
.chronicled for posterity. Thus, the Hitler doubles"; and we mustn't for- diary and personal letters were the ul-- .get his barber, manicurist,J?0PtbIack,
timate in the revelations of private baker,
chauffeur, etc. all
lives. More than this the public seldom of whom must have a message to send
expected.
to us. If they but knew of the pub- or-i-

--

isolationist-

.

-a-

Later in the same story the Plain Dealer
declared that the Kent Stater is the only Ohio J
College publication

1

'.

n

of the faculty who favored war, and was not
a presentation of editorial opinion.

-

die-Lin-

.

was a signed statement by 36 members

'-

achieved notoriety for some reason or about Winston Churchill as told by
other because he proved the Maginot his private secretary who received
e
was a myth after all or simply tation from him for four years. Think

It's simply that they can't bear to see things
wasted. One day a Scotsman was accosted by
a stranger who asked for a match. He gave
him one just one. The stranger had had no
tobacco in the first place, and thought to get
some by saying, "Well, well! I seem to have'
come out without my tobacco pouch."
"Ah!" said the Scot, reaching out his hand.
"In that case ye'U no' be needin' that match."

r

that the. Kenyon

"Now It Can Be Told" emblazoned
spect we had to admit it was to an
extreme' degree, true. We were think across a magazine cover means in- ing in particular of the man who has creased sales. Now we can read all

It isn't at all that Scotia's sons are stingy.

The Cleveland Plain Dealer, famed far and
wide for its belligerent attitude, recently
published a front page article entitled, "Ken'

d

publics of earlier days. This rather to light every infinitesimal iota of
bland statement can arouse contra.- - purported significance in the lives of
versy in some quarters but in one re- - great men until John Q. is satiated.

,

slightly cockeyed.
"Ye dinna catch me walking through the
parish and returning as fou as you, Ian," he
said.
"Ah, weel," retorted Ian. "Then ye canha
be as popular in the parish as me!"

BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

"TfievTIeadmgln

well-informe-

The Scot likes his dram. No temperance
movement has ever had a howling success with
him. There's a story told of Highland minister lecturing one of his parishioners for comwhich is to say, full, that is,
ing home fou

.

Edith Beck, Kerb Ervin, John Stranahan, Loia Schroeder,
PhyUi Johnson, Roeer Beck, Marfaret Neelf. Petty Welah,
Betty Steiner,
Ed Morrii,
Betty MacPhee.
Ellen Vaugh,
Join Gebhardt, Betty Piatt, Nancy Ruth, John' Stalker, Ed

Pro-Wa-

well-inform- ed

.

Advertising Manaarer

Harry Bigelow- Jane Adams.
Lewis Van de Visse.

.

We are constantly being told these privacy for his public. And so this
Is great mass desire on the part? of the
days how much more
the public today as compared to those public to be
has brought

Why, it has even, gotten to the point that
we smile occasionally at the strained attempts
the infidel makes to poke fun at the eco
nomical nature of the traditional Scot,-- For
example, Angus MacFarlane is alleged to have
said to his wife in parting, "Well, goodbye,
my dear. And be sure and take off young
Donald's glasses when he isn't looking at any
thing."

Associata Editor
--Sports Editor
(Managing Editor
Csmw Editors
-- Feature Editor

Ralph Crider
Harold Straeper.
Dorothy Rickards
Jean

N-k-

.

vvjyouneej,

this column could
about Scotsmen.- -'
aroused
by
jokes
easily.
he
You see, we were born on Scotia's wild and
craggy isle, and we were prone to take jibes
against the canny nature of the wearers of the
kilt as insults against our patriotic pride. But,
like the malformations' our poor family name
goes through we were called Bamgate the
other day these pleasantries no longer cause
us much concern.

When
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thisollege

ome memter of the Woos- not decreased as much as that of many tou,w
Y
'er
"bmet. Here is an opportunity
liberal arts schools because of the 1m
creasing prominence- -; of Wooster's
$,me "aI exPerien:e in this line
eaVOr'
alumni, the large number of scholar- ;
ships and student aid ' opportunities
Francis Browne, Chefoo, China, and
offered, and the reputation of Prexy Harry Page, Batavia,
N. Y., were
and other members of the faculty and granted B.A. degrees for work
com- -- '
administration.
pleted during the summer session. -

'

-
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HAL STREEPER
"

'
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Sports Editor

"

-

Bouncing back, from the jolt-- ,
ing that Case handed, to a much
deserved and revengful victory
over Muikingum, the Scots are
now priming for this week's game
with Mount Union. Once again
the home fires will burn as the
team plays" their second home
game of the season. It surely will
be nice to see them on our own'
battlefield for a change.

.

over the hump and will settle down
and take the next three in our stride?
As far as the team is concerned, we
believe that they can and will do it.
Here's something we would really like
to advocate.

"

Whether Harry Ditch was
"dreaming" or not, his 100 yard
dash to the Muskingum goal line
was the "Dream" of the after
noon. Perhaps Captain Ditch
thought he was being chased by
a couple of "ponies". Reports
have it that he got that beautiful eye from fooling around with
two "ponies". Regardless, our
"Dream Man" can tote that ball
and his run Saturday was the
spectacle of the afternoon.

With the close of football season
everyone looks forward to the next)
big event. The coming of basketball
and naturally the coming of many an
Contrasting the gloom and sadness exciting night under the lights in the

of tbfi Mimlritlffltm
rrra fstnm
O
ncu
uviii u.aa
. "
.
.
I
tne joy and happiness seen in the
Scots dressing room. Everyone from
"Johnny" Swigart to the 'managers
was beaming with pride and joy. Some
guys were getting razzed and some
being congratulated, but they were a
happy crew and well did they deserve
to be happy
--

gym.

Coach- - Mose-Hol-

-

imot letting any

e-

grass grow under his feet. A week
from Monday night he will have his
first basketball session. The practice
sessions will be four nights a week
until football is officially over.
This year the team is making a trip
to Cincinnati. Enroute they will play
Miami. A hew opponent will hit the
Well, it won't be long until the
campus this year under the name of
noise of the grandstand on the
Wilmington. This is a new game on
football field will be transfered to
the schedule and the team is being
the close quarters of the basket-ba- ll
coached by a former Wooster grad,
stands. We have it that basRosco Miller.
ketball men, other than those out
It looks like things will shape up
for football, have been asked to
this way. Captain Karl Kate will be
report in two weeks. It doesn't
back in rare form as usual. Optimism
take Coach "Mose" Hole long to
plus is being born on the fact that
get under way, and believe it or
Rich Sproull will be able to return to
not, there are a number of faiththe squad minus that dislocated shouldful fans who have already started
er suffered during the present football
to talk about the coming basketseason. Harry Eicher should be a logball season.
ical man for the pivot position. Bob
But the football season is far from Black will add his power in guard posiover yet. We still have three more tion, and Bob Cope should turn in
games. Could- it be that we are now some fine floor workrAH these men
will be returning lettermen.
Coming back from last year's squad
will be Dick Crandell,' Don Halter,
and Bob Sanborn. It is also expected
The Original
that Bill Vigrass will come back for
his senior year.
HAMBURGER
-Last year's freshman class has
C "Rv TA TKAn V..11" D C potential material. Coach "Mose" some
says
0
there is no height but a good bit of
ipeed. Dale Hudson, Jerry Rather-man- ,
Dick Craven, Roger Stoneburn-er- ,
Bob Douglass, and Denny Koon
will be out there trying for positions
on that five man team.
Mose has been turning out some
mighty fine ball teams during his
coaching career at Wooster, and even
though it might look' like a hard
job to refill the shoes of Pudge Hole,
Dick Gernert, and "Big Red" Gren-er- t,
it's been done before and it can
be done again.
Public Square and West Liberty
-

For

0

,

HAMBURGER IHII

The Wayne County

National Bank

OFFICERS

F. H. HAMILTON

' JEWELER

.

E. C. LANDES, President
E. C.

DIX,

EDMUND

Vice-preside-

L

nt

SECREST,:Vice-pres- .

ROBERT R. WOODS, Cashier

Wooster Theatre

W. G. GERLACH, Ass't Cashier
C. E. SHEARER, Ass't Cashier

.'

THOMAS J. LANDES, Sec'y.
to the Board

Tonight

:

"Moon

DIRECTORS

Over Her Shoulder"
with Lynn

B- an-

,
.

DAVID TAGGART
Trust Officer
ROBERT R. WOODS
Ass't Trust Officer
.

Friday and Saturday
Two Good Features
,

"Harmon of Michigan'

WALTER C. JONES
Ass't Trust Officer

with Tom Harmon
"

TRUST OFFICERS
B. S. LANDES
E. C.

'

.

Also '

"Great Guns

with Laurel and Hardy

DIX

C. L. LANDES

Sunday-Monday-Tuesd-

DAVID A. TAGGART
EDMUND SECREST

,1

JOHN D. OVERHOLT

MEMBER
Federal Deposit Insurance

Corporation
Federal Reserve System

lost to Washington and Jefferson 14
to 0, Denison 32 to 0, Marietta 7 to 6,
and Wittenberg 7 to 0.
In spite of their losing record the
Purple and White have been improv- -
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Swimmers to Open

Practice Drills
FwNevTSeason

al

p.

:

Lyile, Williams Play

Tennis Championship

round.
In yesterday's

matches, Lytle defeated ' Williams to the tune of
On Wednesday, Nov. 5 at 7:00 p.m.
It seems that Lytle had litde
the Psychology club, will meet. An- trouble in getting Williams off guard.
other representative test in the field of Had it been a little warmer maybe
personality and intelligence measure- both boys could have done better, or
the reverse of what happened could
ment, will be studied by the group.
have happened.
.
If one is awake and taking notice to
the new things that are developing
around our campus,' one can see the
progress that has and is being made
on the new hard surface tennis courts
to the north of Kenarden lodge.
These courts are to be used by the
varsity players at times when it is not
advisable to use the clay surface courts
Match
on the east end of our campus. Although only one has been completed
at the present time, anothefe is to be
done. According to the sights of men
A perky beanie to match your digging holes around the court, it
looks like either a fence or some new.
wool-line-d
suede cape mittens.
f angled idea of getting run - away
The mittens have fur wristlets.
balls.
7--

3-- 6,

6--

$,

0.

N E Wl
Beanies and
To

'

$2.75

set

Kelly, blue, Dixie clay.

CITY TAXI
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Annat
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Captain ' Ditch Runs 100 ICawTb&dtTHrlbi
minus the shirt tail continued for the
Yards For Second Touch-Dow- second score. The extra point kicked
Shinn failed with the score
Shinn Also Scores byThe
first Muskingum score came
n;

13-- 0:

Before a large and optimistic Muskingum Home-comin- g
crowd, the
Wooster Scots applied enough pressure on the mighty Muskies to make
everyone, including the Home-comin- g
Queen,' bow in gridiron shame. Seeking revenge for being knocked out. of
the basketball championship, Wooster
played head up 'football and took advantage of all given to them.

VJW

Sev-enthTTea-

m.

'

off-sid-

asheJl

.

--Mus-

kingum

720

Basketball Next In
Intramural League

-

FOR GLITTERING EVENINGS

.

EVENING HOSE

Customary black dress shoes for
men

The Perfecf Gilt

YOUR

4.50

up

MISTER

Shoe Slorc

PHOTOGRAPH

The COLLIER PRINTING Co.
CALL 16 NOW

For An Appointment

8

Bever and North Streets

Phone 400

Printed and Engraved Stationery

LIBERTY CLBANERS

A L

DAIRY
ICE CREAM- -

PHONE

319

.

in
the middlejpf the final period. Ditch
got off one bad pant and the Muskies
took the ball on the Wooster 31. A
long pass. Hadden to Evans, put them
on the Wooster ten. Hadden and
Davis found little gains through die
Scots and ended on the one foot line.
Davis finally scored for the Muskies.
but the extra point failed,
Captain Ditch Scores
With seven minutes left in the ball
game, Captain Harry Ditch took the
kick off standing on his own goal, line
and ran the entire length of the playing field for the third Wooster score,
the second of the day for Ditch. This
was the thriller of the afternoon. McDowell's kickoff looked like it was
never coming down, and when it did,
it was to Ditch who was standing on
his own goal line. Ditch, started up
the field, had to cut to the right, ran
into the entire Muskingum team on
his own 40. Just like a train coming
out of a tunnel. Ditch came through
the would-btackles and raced the rest
of the field for his touchdown. The
extra point by Shinn was good with a

't4

1- 2DAY and NIGHT

MILK
-

20-1-

The opening period saw little action for either team. Muskingum took
the ball after an exchange of punts
rfvTO
which netted no progress in yards,
and opened a slight aerial attack which
In last year's game Wooster rolled took them from the Wooster
40 down
up their most impressive score of the
to the Wooster 13 yard line. Muskingseason when they trounced a weak
um lost the ball on downs, and the
Mt. Union team 24 to 0. Ditch, Eichremainder of the period was fought
er and Halter did Wooster's scoring.
in midfield.
The game was played in Alliance durWooster Threatens
ing a combination rain and snow
Came the second quarter and Woosstorm.
ter began to threaten for score. A
quick kick pushed Muskingum back on
their own 47. A few running plays
e
netted litde for the Muskies and they
in turn kicked to the Wooster 30.
Captain Ditch got off a 34 yard kick 20-- 6 score.
Douglass has done a big part of his to the Muskies ten. It was on the exAn intentional kickoff out of
team s scoring. Hal dtreeper shuts change of the next - punt that the bounds put the ball in the
hands of
from the line to the backfield on of Scots picked up a litde edge on the Muskingum on their own 35.
A few
fense and is slated to start at the oth- - field. Muskingum returned the
punt plays saw another exchange of punts
a
t
ft
er ftaltback position.
At tuiiDacK to their own 46.
and finally Muskingum opened with
Johnny Strong, the barefoot boy wonKarl Kate found a receiver in Don some long passes which put them in
der, kicks passes and runs and might Halter for a gain to the Muskies 26. scoring position.
"
"
be considered the sparkplug of
' Muskingum Scores
A few running plays netted another
first down. Kate passed to Ditch and
Another pass, Hadden to Evans
For fifth, Dick Craven, who is a the Scots pushed on to the ten yard was good for a touchdown,
but Musnifty pass catcher, will start at left stripe. Shinn and Ditch in turn car- kingum was called for
off sides and
end. In his first year of big time ried the ball to the 1 yard marker.
An the score no good. A few running
ball, Craven has been doing plenty of
e
penalty put the ball in play plays put the Muskies on the Wooster
scoring. The pivot position is filled by on the one foot line. Lining
up back three yard line. Up to the one yard
John Stranahan ,a two year veteran. of his center, Shinn pushed over for marker and then McNiel went
over '
Jim . Relph, husky right guard is a the - first -- Wooster score. Shinn also just,
. gun
wentoJThe.
good defensive player and does a nice
extra point was no good and the
job of blocking on the offense. A
mighty Muskies retired their gallant
STATISTICS
newcomer to die Phi Delts this year is
day with a 20 to 12 defeat at the
Muskingum hands
"Skeeter" Webb, lanky end who plays Wooster
of the Wooster Scots.
12
First downs
a defensive back. At quarterback Jer- 3
Net yards by rushing
183 WOOSTER
MUSKINGUM
ry Katherman, although he has played 57
Net yards by passing
38 Eicher
LE
Evans
in only two games, has proved to be 38
5
Passes attempted
17 Boyer
LT
McDowell
a triple threat star.
2
Passes completed
LG
4 Colwell
Dick Crandell helps with the passFerguson
Number of punts
C
8 Prentice
ing chores and is a nice open field 11
Van Guten
Aver, distance punts
RG
25 Balloon
Smith
runner. At the other halfback Herb 36
Yards lost by penalties
RT
20 Smeltz
Ervin does most of the blocking for 3
Handschy
Passes intercepted by
BH .
0 Stoneburnet
the backfield. Bob Cope captains Fifth 1
Serdula
Shinn
Q
from his fullback position. As a pass
Dander
Healy
LH
Robertson
receiver Cope is rated tops in the
converted the extra point for a 7-- 0
Ditch
RH
League.
MacNeU
score.
Kate
FB
These lineups will produce a knock
Davis
, fought -b- ack-in
the
down drag out affair with winner take
third quarter and fought their way up Score by quarters:
all.
Muskingum
0 0 0 1212
into Scot territory. After they lost the
Wooster
0 7 6
ball on downs, Captain Ditch got hold
of another nice punt and landed the Muskingum substitutes: Hadden b,
Rutan e, Shay e, Pollock b, Merkel
ball over the Muskies goal line. Must, Dubinsky e.
kingum,' with the ball first and ten
Following the present football league on their own 20, kicked to the Woos- Wooster substitutes: Glatz c, Binga-ma- n
which is now the main attraction of ter 43.
t, Goheen b, Simon g, Halter
b, West b, Horvath g, Vigrass b,
the intramural setup, will come tb
Score on Lateral
Hoge g, Deidrick e, Lehman b.
basketball league.
Since there are
A pass, Kate to Ditch was incomabout twenty teams in this league plete, but set up a perfectly, run Touchdowns: Davis, NacNeil, Shinn,
Ditch 2.
each year, more boys, will get an op- double lateral play which gave Woos- - ter another
portunity to see action.
score. The ball in play on
It is advisable that Kenarden sec- their own 43, Shinn lateraled to
WON AND LOST
tions and Douglass and all independ- Kate, who in turn lateraled to Ditch.
Bowling Green
14
14
ent teams begin to think about their Ditch struck for the' far sidelines
10
Denison
2
respective - teams and schedule,
and seemed .cornered by the one re0
Case .......
40.
maining Muskingum back, but Karl
Muskingum
20,.
12
New Members Joiri
Kate had different ideas, and as the
Mount Union
Oberlin
Kappa Mu Epsilon Muskie back made a desperate attempt to stop Ditch by the shirt tail,
Wittenberg
Initiation of new members will be
made at the regular meeting of Kappa
Mu Epsilon, national honorary mathematics fraternity, Monday evening,
Nov. 3, in lower Babcock. Bill Bailey
will speak on "Modern Physics".
The list of newly elected members,
Many beautiful styles in gold, silwho will be formally initiated, ' inver, satin in high, cuban, low or
cludes Dave Alter, Bruce Burns, Wilflat heel. We dye white satin any
liam Buchholtz,
William Coffey,
shade.
Thomas Crow, James Relph, Clark
MacDonald, William McConnell, Albert Linnell, Howard Yergin, Edmund
Holroyd, Bob Douglass, Earl Nelson,
Elizabeth Warner, and Mr. H. L.
METALLIC BAGS
Meyer.

1

Bunny Mitts

e Three

Mighty Scots Sink
Musldngum, 2

Seventh, Fifth Match intramural
Football Power in Coming Game

Hold your hats ladies and gentle
men! The football game of the century will be staged next Thursday at
3:00. No, the Chicago Bears aren't
playing, nor are the Stanford Indians,
but two teams that can kick, run, pass,
argue and do everything else as well
as the Bears, jjrLtheJndians will clash
on the practice field turf. You guessed
it ,the ferocious Fifth Section Phi
Delts and the Killing Kappas of Sev' Not long to come, another Woosenth are battling for the championter sparkling sport will be bringing ship of the Intra-murTouch Footstaunch supporters into the gym. In
League
and you can bet your botball
less than two weeks Coach Munson
nickle
that it will be a thriller
tom
will be hard at work with his tankmen.
from start to finish.
This is a hard and long season, and
Neither team has tasted defeat thus
"Munse" knows how to prepare and
in fact neither has even come
far
train his swimmers.
close
to losing. Betting on the game- Returning to the squad will be Captain Bob Dunlap, who leads the field has reached a feverish pitch and alin the breast stroke. Another senior, though no official odds have been
Russ Westbrook, makes plenty of water actually quoted, experts say that the
Seventh seems
fly when he opens up in the dash game will be a toss-uhave
better
organization
and a
to
events. Bob Lessing, Dan Miles, Phil
has'
while
game
running
Fifth
strong
Hoffman, and Jim Vitella will round
'
slight
edge
passing.
in
a
out the returning then.
"Omar" Narten, stick fingered
Coming from the freshman class of
receiver holds down the left side
pass
last' year are some potential tankmen.
the Kappa's line. "Curly" West-broo- k
of
These men have had little experience,
will start at center. He is one
but did show up during the past seathe
toughest defensive players in
of
son. It is reported that Dave Neely,
league.
the
Don Buchanan, husky
cMilIanLBob PopeL andDn
Jim
guard
is
of several seasons.
veteran
Coates will be among those who will
Bill
sophomore
end, is one of
Shutt,
try for positions during the coming
rookies
the
two
Seventh
the
lineup.
in
season.
quarterback
Captain
At
Hank
Totten
Big loss to the tankers is the past
does
of
Seventh's
part
and
passing
Captain Howard Green, who gradusophoblocker.
serves
The
as
a
other
ated last year. Green placed many a
murk for the Wooster Scots in swim more sensation is Bob Douglass, who
ming battles and his ever ready pow- is the fastest man on Seventh's team.
er in the dashes will be greatly missed.
All told, Coach Munson is looking
forward to having 15 to 20 men out
for his squad. The schedule remains
about the same as last year. And
undoubtedly Wooster will be out gunning for those famed swimmers of
With winter coming on" fast, two of
Kenyon College.
our more ambitious freshman boys
Again this year the team is planning were playing out their championship
on going to Florida during the Christ, tennis match. Yesterday, Bill Lytle,
mas vacation. This enables them to get hailing from Pittsburgh, Pa., beat
some very good practice sessions, and out Stan Williams from Mobridge,
they say that the Florida sun is a S. Dakota.
wonderful training place. Last year
In a number of elimination cona number of the team made the trip tests which were played since the be'
and it was not hard to see that they ginning of 'the school sessions these
benefitted from it in the long run.
two boys managed to come to the top

ay
'

All-Ohi-

Se-brin- g;

Glove Department

,

1

'

Thursday

not playing

-

Psychologists Meet Nov. 5

Watch, Clock, 8C Jewelry Repairing
215 E. Liberty
Phone 893--

is

football this year because he holds a
defense job which takes most of his
spare time. SevspVophomores have
been on the starting eleven.
. .
Coach Harry Geltz is head coach
at the Alliance school. Carl Schroeder,
a former Massillon High star and lato
fullback at Wittenberg,"
er an
is assisting Coach Geltz in handling
the team.

ing in every game. The fact that they
held Wittenberg to a 7 to 0 score,
a team which isn't second rate by any
means, seems to indicate that Mt.
Union is better than early critics pre
dicted.
The Purple Raiders have a relatively
small squad which numbers only 28
member. This includes ten seniors,
four juniors and fourteen sophomores.
There are five lettermen on the squad,
George Freetage, a center from
Richard Davis, an end from
Niles; Bill McCrea, a guard from
Pittsburgh; Bob Burch, a back from
Youngstown; and Myron Palmer, a
guard from Wilkinsburg, Pa. Bob

stands.

Basketball Men
Ready to Begin
Initial Session

Doner, Canton, guard,

What appeared to be a soft touch
at the beginning of the season may
turn out to be a real battle, for Mount
Union will probably shoot the works
Saturday when they come here as our
High School Day opponents. The
Purple Raiders Rave won only one
game, a 40 to 0 victory over Hiram,
in the five games played so far. After
winning their opener with Hiram they

When the team has gone fighting up that field for a touchdown and made it," it would be
nice to see the entire student body
stand up cheering them. We don't
mean a few here and there in the
stands getting to their feet in
respect to the team, but the entire
student body on their feet cheering the team back into kickoff
position. Notice how many other
schools carry out this symbol of
team support and spirit from the

Muskingum seemed to take things a
little hard Saturday. They looked very
sad and dejected after the
battle. Could it be that the kiss given
by the Home-comin- g
QueeiT to the
Muskies captain was the jinx of the
afternoon? Pre game squabbles with
Muskie fans led us to believe that they
were confident of victory. -

.

Scots Joint Toward Coming Tilt- - With ML Union
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SII YDER
Studio
Camera and Gift Shop
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C. Smith and Corona

Porfaile Typewriters
We service all makes of typemiters.
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Construction Proceeds at Rapid Pace on New Union

Fresh Nominate
Gard and Meisel
For Presidency

Frosh Debaters
Argue War Entry

Friday,

CHAPEL
Prof.
Oct.
Ji.
Announcements
Boles

31

Monday, Nov.

........

.

r

Musical program

3

At the last meeting for October, the
announcements
Freshman Debate'club debated the
Musical program
f Wednesday, Nov. 5
t
Kesplved: that tne umtea
question,
Nov.
Thursday,
President. Char- 6
States should enter the war against
les
F.
Wishart
Germany immediately. The affirmative
speakers were Richard Cooper and
William Lytle. The negative side was
Will
taken by .Virginia Miller and Betty Kieffer
Waterhouse. Bob Anderson, the pres
ident, presided over the meeting.
.

a

Candidates Give Campaign
Pledges Prior to Finals
Friday in Senate Room

'

,

.

Address
Student Fellowship

Last Tuesday the Freshman class
met 'and took its first step tofard
formal organization by voting in its
primary election. Eight persons were
nominated for the right to compete
in the general election which will be
held Friday, between 8:30 a.m. and
4:30 pan. in the Student Senate room
in Kauke.
The balloting Tuesday was comparatively small with only 129 per.
sons participating out of a class of
288.
According to official returns, these
people were nominated: for president, Bob Gard and Don Meisel; vice- president, Ruth Coover and J'Pud"
Stokoe; secretary, Mary Alice Holt
and Ruth Whist on; treasurer, Mal
colm Kennedy and Laura Steigner.
Besides those who were nominated,
these names appeared on the primary
ballot: Tom Lykos, Robert Taylor,
Lenore Compton, Ned Shreffler, and
Florence Hansen.
Campaign statements from the can
didates are as follows:
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The steel for the Student Union
building has arrived and construction

High School Day

now progressing in perceivable
No definite date can be given
for the completion of this structure,
but It' will not be until
is

Features Exams

de-gree-

mid-vinter- ;i

--

;

sound-proofe-

onservalory Instructor
Will Publish Article

sr

Within' the next few months Mr.
Chester Darns, instructor or piano
at the Conservatory, will have an
article published in the "Etude Music
"

Magazine".

The article is concerned with the
psychology in back of developing a
sense of rhythm. It is chiefly an an
alysis of the logic of the methods
teachers use to develop rhythm and
.
.
t
why these methods are sound psy
chologically.

d

.

-
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grounds. Everyone will remember the
Shack on just any Jay, that lazy, place
to relax.
One opens the door and of course
leu the screen slam; that's part of entering. It acts as a signal for everyone
already present to look to see if he
who enters is friend or foe. The room
doesn't look dark or ' inadequate" to
those of us who know it, but cheerful
and familiar.
One always knows where to look
for everyone because we are all
creatures of habits. The two white top
tables in the center are occupied by
dateless males usually of Seventh Section. One is always buried behind the
Plain Dealer, around him a bridge
game goes on. The others talk over
the last week-en- d
or watch the door
for the current favorite.

Mr. Barris points out that a sense
. Stag Line
of rhythm is a matter of feeling rather
Who says the shack has no stag
than knowledge. Therefore a feeling line? It is the unexpected
not to see
for rhythm must be developed rather Jimmy Rowe
leaning over the
than a knowledge ofwhaLlsj;ight and
lounging - on - the counter,
wrong.
The buzz of voices is at intervals
Mr. Barris is the author of th drowned out by boogywoogy music,
textbook "Visual Approach to Scales'J but that doesn't bother anyone. Woos
.

nickel-odeon-

terites become proficient at lip reading
and thoughts grow mellow under the
influence of the "Chatanooga Chpo
choo".
To offset the males in the center
are the several booths loaded to over
capacity with "the girls" who came

.

.

Dance Caravan Will Feature Singers

AFTER A
FASHION

Prayer

These crisp,' chilly fall morning!
and also the rainy ones require one

of those new fingertip topcoats from
the Men's Department.
You'll be
COATED MOST POPULAR when
you step out in one of these. They're
more stylish than the ordinary long
topcoat and ideal for active campus
wear. Honestly, I've never seen a more
reversible for
coat
rain, zip
out linings for snow,
Some of. them feature Parka hoods for
you skating and skiing enthusiasts.
(The most popular shade is camel-tan- ,
but I'd prefer tne cavalry twill or twill
covert. The price range catches the
eye too end is made to fit every bill.
D

--

FREEDLANDER'S

y

Earl A.

J''

the William Vaughan
Moody lecturer at the University of
Chicago in 1931, the Coleman lee
turer at Lafayette in 1935, and the
Larnell lecturer in Philadelphia in

Watch Repairing

Jewelry

GEO.' H, LAHM
JEWELER

!

-

221 EAST LIBBRTY ST.
'
Parker Pens!
Diamonds

COMMERCIAL

Banking

& Trust

Company
WOOSTER, OfflO

C. G.

WILLIAMS, President

CHAS. I. CORRELL,
and Trust Officer
Wi J. BERTOLETTB, Cashier

And when you're down buying that
coat, be sure to ask to see some McGregor plaid shirts. There's a display
"
In ons "of " thewindowsndw-r-fcal!loud and
I've already

C,

s.

210 E. Liberty St.

J. KING, Ass't Cashier

y

Two of the nation's most attractive
jMeminine singers will be featured in
the RCA-VictDance Caravan, which
arrives in the Cleveland Public Audi
DROP IN AT
torium Wednesday evening, Nov. 3,
for a five days engagement. Pictured
above are Connie Haines, featured
vocalist with Tommy Dorsey, and Ann
Perry the new
old discovery
of Shep Fields.
Connie and Ann will be appearing
every night with their respective bands,
which will play for continuous dancing every evening from 8:30 p.m.
-Funtil 1 a.m. Dorsey and Fields will be
set up on bandstands, opposite each
Creamed
Fish on other, in the center of the hall,
sur
and
Salad rounded by giant palm trees and trop
ical foliage reminiscent of a South
night club. On the stage,
American
3 0c
will be a giant water-fal- l
with real
1926 Cleveland Rd. Ph' 911
water constantly flowing against spec- tacular-lightineffects.
g

ing them and I've heard that the
Dartmouth men eat them up!
Adv B.McC

Federal Reserve System
Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation

VOOSTER

FARM

18-ye-

MEMBER

f

Tuna
Fruit

Phone
CURZON FERRIS, KENARDEN

W. T. WATSON

1

Optometrist,
Phone

153 B. Liberty St.

51

-

Phone 221

Wooster, Ohio
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YOUR NUT and
CANDY SHOPPE
"Say It With a Box of Our Candy"
Opposite Schine's Theatre

Cleaning Co.
260
CLYDE CONty, DOUGLASS

xmM W picture
?

ar

DAIRIES

W EITZ E L Dry

Frames repaired while you wail

I

warm-lookin- g!

of the Wooster men sport'

White Lenses....2.00 to 2.50

Tinted Lenses....Jf2.50 to 3.00
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Toast

BROKEN LENSES
DUPLICATED

Beauty At Popular Prices

Bell has spoken e& guest preacher are:
Princeton, Mt. Holyoke, Smith, Wil
liams, Wellesley, Vassar, Harvard,
University ' of Chicago,
Amherst,
Wells, Cornell, and Columbia.

OR-,

Vice-Pre-

'

Rev,

or

p

J8.95-J24- .75.

Among the colleges at which

-

Cunningham's Beauty Shop

1936.
J

3-

.

stories.
But these few days are-- et
apart.
After they've .gone, the Shack settles
down to a lazy place. The boys sink
with a . sigh into their accustomed
chairs, the girls squeeze into their accustomed booths, and Jimmy Rowe
stands guard over the nickelodeon.

Rev, Bell was

142 Etst Larwill Street

At The

success

versities.

M. OJNeil Shop

AT

"

Along comes a big week end
and for two or three days the Shack
is not lazy. It is a noisy center for
meeting old friends and exchanging

r.

AT THE

,

Rush Business

rr
n
nil Wooster
s
lddings Dell,
Bernard
The next meeting will be held on
Week of Prayer speaker, is a noted
Nov. 9, when) Dr. Warren Spencer
college lecturer; and preacher.' He
will speak on Genetics and its Social
has lectured in England, Canada, and
Import.",.
the United States, and especially at
various American colleges and uni

SHP

Each) day Miss Bampton sets aside
four hours or more for practice, takes
Book-wor- n
lessons of Madame
Frances Alda
whenever possible in New York, at
tends rehearsals, performs, and in
what little time is left goes with her
down for a cigarette, coke, and bridge husband to their farm in Connecticut.
game.. Four play and about an equal At the question of sleep, she threw
number kibitz and generally make the up her hands in despair; "Dreadful!"
Shack less quiet.'
She never gets enough. As diversion
There are the perennial foursomes she aids her husband, Wilfred Pelle-tie- r,
scattered throughout the Shack' who
Metropolitan conductor, in his
have their daily game of cards. These remarkable collection of some 3000
will be couples on the steady side who miniature penguins.
Lave whipped down from the Lib for
At Wooster Miss Bampton said she
relaxation. They feel slightly apart practically felt at home, for during
and maybe a little superior to those the" last World War.Ther eldest broth-- "
around them. They don't have" to er was a student here. She found the
watch the door for that cute transfer chapel in which she was to ing
They belong to the "young married "charming", while Mr. Smith was
set", at least temporarily. The con really pleased with the chapel piano,
versation is generally about what they "a wonderful instrument".
did and the cute things the other
Miss Bampton left early this morn,
said.
ing for Rocky Hill, South Carolina.
"Hands Across the Table"
She likes travel by plane and allows
There is another type of couple who herself one day between concerts.
always occupy the single booths and
hold hands across the table. This is
Club Chooses Theme
more intimate and one shouldn't try
the
to guess
conversation. The supply ' Fortnightly's program theme for this
changes constantly for this type never year is the development
of music from '
stays long.
Bach up to the present day, according
One can't forget the Shack pick to Charles Somners, president of the
up, that popular college pastime organization.
Either male or female, usually hunt
The program of the meeting on
ing in pairs, comes coyly into the
Oct. 20 included music by Bach,
Shack and sits at a large booth look'
Handel and Scarlatti. Mrs. Clarice
ing hopefully around. If successful
Parmelee was a guest and she played
they are coupled off and carry on gay
music by Scarlatti. Others participat-ing- '
and airy conversations' over a poorly
in the program were, Charles
played bridge " handrlf "exceptionally
Somners, as commentator, Ruth Ihrig,
ucky the girls get walked home and
Martha Milburn, Rachel Shobert,
go up the stairs comparing the cute
Grace Ohki, and Virginia Witzler.
things the boys said. Quite often this
The next meeting is scheduled for
will develop into habit which may bios,
Nov. 3. Mr. Chester Barris will play
som forth into romance. The unsuc
the entire program on this evening.
cessful ones linger over a coke and
eave, saying to each other that tfcere
isn't a soul on the campus worth look
ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
ing at.
ON SUNDAY NIGHT
There is still a group which cannot
be classified. Shall we say that they
SHACK
fill up the chinks. Over all hovers the
blue haze of smoke and the sound of

laughter.
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secretary-treasure-
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which was published two years ago."
He has also had three articles pub
lished in . the magazine, .JThe ... Mu
on piano technique;
A
sician
Unique Way of Learning Scales"; and
"An Analysis of the Method o
Study of a Particular Composition

v

held a weiner roast at the home of
Dr. and Mrs. Hutchison on Highland
(Continued from Page 1 )
Avenue. The members are planning
for other social functions of this na with work on Russian and Spanish
''
songs.
ture in the future.

By JEAN SMELTZ
It's funny how the Shack is ab
solutely necessary as a factor to unite
the past with the present here at
Wooster.
No 'reunion would be
successful without the college hangout.
It is one of the few places where one
can meet an alumnus on common
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Bampton Reveals
FulL Varied Life

Shack Provides Way for
Students to Relresh Personalities
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Mr. Miller presented the program
for the coming month and a vote was
passed by the club to have its picture
taken. The meeting was then formally
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(Continued from Page 1)
The wooden framework of building
and seniors, will begin at 10 a.m. and will be covered by a brick veneer, so
will last until 11:30 a.m. The time is that it will be similar in appearance to
divided between two 45 minute exam Babcock Hall.
inations. The first is a standardized
A dance pavillion ' with booths'
test of general ability and knowledge.
and "super" class.
around the edge will occupy the cenRuth Whiston I am honored by this The second may be elected from one
ter of the main floor. The music room,
following helds: biology, cnem which will be about one and a half
nomination and if elected, I will of
try my best to put the class of '45 "try, English, French, German, his- - times as large as the present one in
wry, Latin, mathematics, physics, prob
"down in the boob".
ower Kauke, and the book store will
lems of democracy, and Spanish
For TrM.t.
be on either side of the dance floor.
Malcolm Kennedy i consider it a
Music students will take a written It will be completely
great honor to be nominated for examination in general music knowl so that all rooms may be used at the
this office, and I want., to, express edge. Candidates will then be asked to same time.my thanks to those who supported play .three compositions of contrasted
The original part of the building
me.
styles including one classical and one will contain lounges and a soda foun
Laura Steigner Hoot Men! Ye lad- - romantic composition.
tain for quick service between classes.""
dies and lassies. T'is but a fair
make
who
the
The ten students
The structure will be modernized
pleasure to be nominated and if
highest combined scores in the exam even to the point of having fluorescent
you're. - not - too Scotch with" your
inations and who quality. tor admis lighting. Miss Bertha Uhlendorff will
votes, I'll be happy to be ye Scots'
sion will each receive $400 honor be in charge of the activities of the
treasurer.
scholarships of $100 each year they building.
ar in
Tliii rtinljtriiKina nra The library and the book store will
Geologists Meet-Tonigrenewable every year upon application, use the basement for storage rooms.
recipients maintain a
The telescope which was housed in
iprovidedjtfre
B average and comply with the rules
the old building will be removed to
Thursday night, Oct. 30, in the ge- - of the college!
Galpin, which, because of fewer trees,
ology lecture room.
wilL be a better location.
Movies entitled 'The Evolution of
the Petroleum Industry" will be shown,
Sociologists CllOOSe PreXV
and representatives from the oil and
Bell Visits Campus
gas industries of Eastern Ohio will be
At the October meeting of the So
present to speak on the various phases ciology club Ptyllis Clark was elected
Week of
of this industry.
president, and (Mary Alice Cremeans,

ALL-ROUN-

student body.

(

adjourned.

Ruth Coover I was very surprised to
be nominated but if I am elected I
will see toit that our administration
isn't corrupted.
"Pud" Stokoe It certainly is a pleasure to accept this nomination and
tof nave such" representative running
mates.
For Secretary
Mary Alice Holt It's a wonderful
feeling to know you've been chosen
to run for an office by such a large
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For President
Bob Gard If I am fortunate enough
to be chosen by my classmates as
president, I will perform my duties
to the fullest measure of my ability.
Don Meisel I truly appreciate this
nomination. My utmost desire is
. that all freshmen
vote on Friday.
May the better man win.
Vice-preside-
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editor 01 the Index,
endeavoring to find out what the
average Wooster student considers a
dream date. Questionnaires concerning
height,'- weight, and preferences for.
dates have been distributed among the
Bob Edwards,
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On one .side of the questionnaire
the student is asked to indicate the
qualities he would want in a dream
date, and on the other side are ques-affirmative
e
of
"the
on
the
The argument
Dr."
chemistry departmehr will speak tions 'for him to answer so that he
side dealt with the sinking of the S.
Kearny, our present convoying of to the Student Fellowship . Sunday, may be rated according to the standmaterials to England, and the psycho- - Nov. 2 on "The Picture of Man Pre- ard set up by the student body in answer to the questions on the first side.
ogical affect on Hitler if we were to sented by Science."
From these will be selected Woos
by
speeches
on
Presented
two
The
Man
the
war.
of
"The Notion
enter
ter's
ideal boy and girl for a dream
the negative side concerned our send Contemporary Religions" was the genwho will have a date arranged
date,
ing our men abroad, our unprepared-nes- eral topic . discussed by the Student
for
by the Index. This will be
them
for war, and our attitude as good Fellowship group last Sunday in
recorded
pictorially for publication
Christians toward the war.
Kauke social rooms. The discussion
'
the
in
annual.
developed as an open forum presen
At the close of the debate the de
rry-tation, led by Dr. Charles Irwin, local
' '
cision was a six to six tie. Four people
'
missionary to China.
did not vote as they were undecided.
Friday evening, Oct. 24, the group
William-F.-Kieff-
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Index Conducts Poll
: To Find Wooster's
Ideal Dream Date

Last Call
FOR

SENIOR
PHOTOS
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NEEDLEPOINT
OUTFITS

The easiest of handicrafts
makes decorations of today,
your heirlooms of tomor-row. Try a Hiawatha Heir- .loom Needlepoint Picture
Outfit. Outfits contain r
needlepoint

finished
motif, wool for background,
frame, needle,
with

easy-to-fo-l-

ow

'Iutract'onj

For Index
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THE VOOLCRAFT SHOP
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